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LinkedIn has announced the launch of a ‘multi-year migration’ project to Microsoft Azure.

The move will see LinkedIn move its infrastructure across, having already utilised Azure for a
variety of services including video delivery and machine translation across the social network’s
news feed.

“Today’s technology landscape makes the need for constant reinvention paramount, especially
as we look to scale our infrastructure to drive the next stage of LinkedIn’s growth,” wrote Mohak
Shroff, LinkedIn SVP engineering, in a blog post announcing the move. “With the incredible
member and business growth we’re seeing, we’ve decided to begin a multi-year migration of all
LinkedIn workloads to the public cloud.”

One would have expected, given Microsoft bought LinkedIn for $26.2 billion three years ago,
that migrating to Azure would have been part of the plan. Shroff noted that Microsoft allowed
LinkedIn ‘independence in decision making’, adding that Azure wasn’t particularly pitched to
them.

This is inferred in the blog post. The success of Azure, ‘coupled with the opportunity to leverage
the relationship we’ve built with Microsoft, made Azure the obvious choice.’ “Moving to Azure
will give us access to a wide array of hardware and software innovations, and unprecedented
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global scale,” added Shroff. “This will position us to focus on areas where we can deliver unique
value to our members and customers.

“The cloud holds the future for us and we are confident that Azure is the right platform to build
on for years to come.”

Microsoft released its fourth quarter results earlier this month to almost universal praise; the
company saw total revenues go up 12% to $33.7 billion (£26.9bn). While revenue for Azure is
not specifically disclosed, Microsoft said it climbed 64% compared with the previous year.
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